
Everyone agrees that off-the-shelf PCs don’t cut
it when it comes to object-oriented
computing.  The demand is for PURE
POWER. So Canon designed the
object.station, an Intel-based personal
workstation optimized for the object
standard __ NEXTSTEPTM _ that delivers
robust video performance without
compromising speed elsewhere.

In fact, Canon’s object.station
features video that’s dramatically faster
than any other 486 machine in its
class running NEXTSTEP. It’s even
faster than current Pentium
technology. All at the full,
native NEXTSTEP
resolution of 1120 x
832, and beyond.

And we didn’t skimp on the rest of the goods.
Canon’s engineering team carefully balanced
system
architecture,
making
absolutely sure
that there was
no compromise in audio, LAN or SCSI performance.
You get everything you need with a Canon object.station,
right out of the box. Touches like CD-quality audio, with
a built-in microphone and speaker. NEXTSTEP and
Insignia Solutions’® SoftPC® are pre-installed*. A SCSI
controller and Ethernet are already on-board. It comes
with four open expansion slots, an optional integrated
CD-ROM player, and it even has keyboard controls for
audio volume and monitor brightness. And there’s a
choice of high resolution monitors to fit your needs.

Sleek and stylish, the Canon
object.station is a cool fusion

of minimalism and
advanced ergonomics for
today and tomorrow. Up
the road, you can pop in
a Pentium or other future
Intel processors.

And of course, through
NEXTSTEP, you get early
access to OpenStep®, which

will allow applications using
its API to be portable across

multiple implementations,
regardless of the underlying

operating system.
 Canon’s object.station

is clearly the best choice
for NEXTSTEP. It starts with

a bulletproof product so dependable, it’s
been NEXTSTEP
Certified. Add
Canon’s world-
class reputation
for quality and

reliability. B lend in one of the world’s top information
technology companies, Bull HN Information Systems,
Inc. The result: a full repertoire of integrated services
designed to meet the needs of large organizations around
the world, with experienced pros trained in NEXTSTEP
to provide both hardware and software support**. F ind
out what pure power can do for you.

For more information about the Canon
object.station and future products, please call 1-800-
349-6007. Or for instant faxed hard copy, call our Canon
FactsLine at 1-800-526-4345.

PURE POWER.

T HE  PO WER IS T HE  OBJECT.
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